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Speech Analysis-Synthesis and Recognition System

Toshiyuki SAKAI and Kenji OHTANI

In order to examine the effectiveness of parameters in speech recognition,

it is preferable to reproduce speech sound from the extracted parameters by a

so-called speech analysis-synthesis system.

From this point of view, we have constructed a composite speech research

system which consists of a speech analysis-synthesis part and a speech recognition

part. Both of them are based on the zero-crossing analysis method.

Experiments were conducted with 1900 words produced by five adult males.

The average information compression ratio of the analysis-synthesis part was

about 1/10 compared with 7 bit PCM coding. Intelligibility of the synthesized

speech was ascertained to be rather good. In the recognition part, every seg

mented part of speech is recognized as either one of the 5 vowels and 8 consonant

groups. About 95.6% of the vowels and 69.0% of the voiced consonants were

recognized correctly by personally adjusted discriminats. Up to 86.90/0 of the

unvoiced consonants could be identified correctly.

Besides, extended recognition experiments wen~ conducted and in these ex

periments common discriminant functions were applied to all the subjects and

other ten male students. The results obtained made clear the efficiency and the

merit of the recognition scheme.

1 INTRODUCTION

In order to check the sufficiency of the interim results for speech recogni

tion, it is necessary to reproduce speech from them. That is, speech analysis

synthesis experiment is necessary to be conducted. Both speech synthesis re

search and speech recognition research are inter-related and complementary,

one to the other.

Up to now, however, such a consideration has not been taken into acount

in speech recognition. The proposed schemes of automatic speech recognition

are classified into two large groups. One of them has been studied with the ob

ject of recognizing a limited vocabulary; ten figures, for instance.(I)(2)(3)(4)(5) Ano-

other one has been studied with the object of recognizing phonemes in any spoken
words or sentences. (6)(7)(8)(9)(10) In. both of these recognition schemes, the con7'

stants or the threshold values which are used in the processes of parameter ex-
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traction, segmentation and identification are optimized by an inspection or simple

calculation. No recognition shemes have yet been constructed in a way to make

it possible to optimize these values by the aid of the synthesis system. It is one

of the most promising means to utilize the understanding of the speech perception

mechanism by. man for the development of a powerful automatic speech recogni

tion scheme by machine.

In order to improve the capability of the recognition system by the aid of

perception experiments of synthetic speech, we must construct some synthesis

system based on the same processing scheme as the recognition system.

From the above-mentioned considerations, we were trying to construct a

flexible composite speech research system consisting of a speech analysis-synthesis

part and a speech recognition part based on the zero-crossing analysis methods.

The fundamental idea of the speech analysis-synthesis part of this system is similar

to the idea of wave-element expression used in the speech synthesis system by

rule as described in the preceding paper. (11)

Particular attention has been paid to the following speech analysis-synthesis

systems.
(1) vocoder method developed by IBM(12)

(2) PARCOR speech-synthesis method by Itakura(13)

(3) speech analysis-synthesis by linear prediction by B. S. Atal(l4)

In these systems, original speech is transformed to compressed information,

such as the output of filter banks and prediction codes. The compressed informa

tion is passed through the synthesizer whose operation is just the inverse of the

input speech processing, and the speech sound is reproduced .These .systems

have many superior features concerning the quality of the output speech and

the information compression ratio. The speech compression methods used in

these systems can also be utilized in the pre-processing of speech recognition.

The main difference between these systems and our system is that the former

three schemes do not include the segmentation process; while the latter composite

system as will be described in the following chapters accompanies the. segmenta

tion process in the analysis part and the recognition part aims to identify the

phoneme-like units in spoken words.

2 CONSTRUCTION OF THE SYSTEM(15)(16)

A schematic block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1. The speech

analysis part is connected both to the speech analysis-synthesis and to the recog

nition part. Both the parameter extraction and the segmentation process are

executed in the analysis part. The audio signal is pre-emphasized and fed into

a computer through two parallel band pass filters. The output signal in each

band is subjected to an infinite peak clipping wave by the computer. In this

part, parameters are extracted every 12 msec (hereafter, called a frame), and
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Fig. 1. Construction of the system.

the resultant sequence of the parameters is segmented and classified as the voiced

part, voiceless part and silence part and so-on. The voiced parts are further

segmented into two; steady parts and transitional parts. The function of this

stability detection is based on the measurement of time change characteristics of

the extracted parameters.

Speech analysis-synthesis is, in principle, speech reproduction from the com

pressed information extracted from an input sound. In retentive parts of a voiced

sound, similar sequences of a zero-crossing interval (OXI) repeat at the pitch

frequency. A fricative sound is noise-like and does not have any periodicity.

The important feature of this sound is not the sequence order of OXI, but the

distribution of OXI. In other words, sequence of OXI in speech has a large

amount of redundancy. From this point of view, we have tried in this system to

compress the information of the sequence of OXI by substituting the sequence

with the repetition of a sequence of OXI in a short time range such as a frame or

a pitch (wave-Ieement). The transformation of the compressed information into

speech is achieved by assigning an amplitude to every wave-element and by re

peating it. Here, the amplitude information is based on the average amplitude

in the corresponding frame.

The speech recognition scheme as will be described in the following chapter

is based on the phoneme recognition in spoken words or a sentence; this is neces

sarily accompanied with a segmentation process. The segmented part is recog

nized as either one of five vowels and eight consonant groups used. The voiceless

consonants are identified as one of the four groups, according to the duration,

average zero-crossing interval and so-on. A steady part of a voiced sound is, at

first, decided on whether it is a vowel or a voiced consonant, according to its dura

tion and the existence of a minimum amplitude in the part. The voiced sounds

are recognized by Bayes' discriminant functions. Parameters such as the mean

zero-crossing interval and the amplitude ratio of two channels, are used in the

recogni tion of the vowels. In the case of the voiced consonants, time change

characteristics of the amplitude parameters are added to the parameter vector.
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3 SPEECH ANALYSIS PART

Average amplitude of rectified speech of CHI

Average amplitude of rectified speech of CH2

A 1 /A2

Average zero-crossing interval of CHI

Average zero-crossing interval of .CH2

R:

3.1 Outline of the Speech Analysis Part

In the analysis part, the audio signal filtered into two channels is fed into a

computer and transformed to a zero-crossing wave. To extract the prosodic

features used in the synthesis stage, a sequence of peak amplitude (a sequence of

maximum amplitudes between two successive zero-crossing points) is also ob

tained from the input speech. Parameters such as the mean zero-crossing interval

and the ratio of the rectified amplitude of two channels, are extracted every 12

ms (the time interval is called a frame). Next, the sequence of parameters is

segmented into each of the voiced part (V), voiceless part (C) and silence part

(X). Furthermore, the voiceless part is divided into a fricative (F) and a non

frictive (C), according to the mean zero-crossing interval. By the time change

characteristics of parameters, the voiced parts are segmented into steady parts

(S) and transitional parts (T). Gross features, that is, the results of this segmen/

tation are used in the synthesis part and also in the recognition part.

3.2 Speech Input

It is well known that the formant frequencies are very important factors for

the vowels and also for some voiced consonants to be identified. Especially the

five vowels of Japanese can, in most cases, be distinguished by the lower two for

mants. In this system, input speech sounds are passed through the circuits to

pick up the frequency ranges of the first formant (CHI) and the second formant

(CH2), prior to the zero-crossing analysis by computer. To cover the frequency

region of the voiceless part, the highest range of the band-pass filter of CH2 is

settled to 4800 Hz.

The speech sound wave is, first, pre-emphasized by the RC high-pass filter

(6 db/oct., 1.6 kHz cut off) to level off the amplitude of the frequency spectrum

envelope, and is passed through the two sharp cut off band-pass filters whose cut

off frequencies are 210-1100 Hz and 850-4800 Hz respectively. Next, the output

waves are multiplexed and converted to a digital code by AID converter, whose

sampling frequency is 10 kHz. Each sample is coded to 11 bits, and is transmitted

to the auxiliary storage of a computer.

3.3 Parameter Extraction

Input speech waves are transformed to zero-crossing waves by a computer

program. Following parameters are computed at regular time intervals (12

msec).

A 1 :

A2 :
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Parameter "R" is the amplitude ratio of CHI to CH2. From!\ and !'2' para

meters f1 and f 2 in a frequency domain are obtained by

C=lj(2!'1)

f 2=1/(2!'2)

Parameters f 1 and f 2 might give a measure of the center of the spectral energy pre

sent in the passband. Approximately, these correspond to the formant frequencies.

Hereafter, to indicate the frame number "i", these parameters are expressed

as, for example, If1, If2.

step I Identify the Frame to V,C,X

step 2 Rewrite the Results

step 3 Decide C Part
(fricative or not)

step 4 Identify V Frame to S,T,D,Z

step 5 Rewrite D,Z'to S or T

step 6 Rewrite T Part
by Valley Seeking

/oR::::::2-_V

lOAl>lO_V
oR:::::: I & A 1::::::5 & fl~500-V
o Al~2 & A 2:::;;:2-X
oelse_C

r
OVCV_VVV
oXCX_XXX
o I(V)<2 "V"_"C"

I ° I(X)~2 "X"_"O"

l ° if "0" is put in V--X and
I(C)~5, then "C"_"X"

(

0 I (C)::::::6 "O"_"F"
° 4~1 (0)~5 & f 2::::::25oo, "O"__"F"

[
:~;~:~=~
o ,A,/t_lAl::::::2 or :::;;1/2_T
° tA2/t_lA2::::::2 or ~1/2__T
oR::::::20_S
oelse-Z

° if a single Z is put in D or T,
then Z----..D

° if a single tD is put in Z or S,
& It+lgn-lgl! :::;;:0.4,
& It+lg2-t-lg21 :::;;0.4, then D_Z

° l(Z) =2 & each component of mean
difference vector::::::0.08 "Z"__"D"

oD_T, Z-S

[

0 if I (T)::::::5 & there exists a valley of
Al and A2 parameters, then the central
three frames of the part_"S"

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the segmentation process
V : voiced frame "V" : voiced part
C : voiceless frame "0" : voiceless part
F : fricative frame "F" : fricative part
X : silent frame "X" : silence part

(
S : ("S":
Z : voiced steady frame " Z" : voiced steady part

(
T' '. "T'". voiced transient frame ( . . voiced transient part
D : "D":
I : time length of the part
d : distance from preceding frame
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3.4 Segmentation

Process of segmentation is shown in Fig. 2. In steps 1 and 2 in the figure,

every frame is classified as the voiced frame (V), voiceless frame (C) and silence

frame (X). In step 3, the voiceless part ("part" is used as a sequence of frames

which are identified as the same category) is decided as to whether it is a fricative

(F) or not. The voiced part is divided into a steady part (S) and a transitional

part (T) in steps 4, 5. and 6. Here, "A- B" means that a frame satisfying the

condition A is assigned to symbol B; while "A, B-C" means that if condition

A is satisfied, then B is rewritten to C.

In steps 1 and 2, parameters AI' A2 and R are mainly used. Each frame

is identified to be either V, C or X by the process of step 1; for example, (R>

2-V) means that a frame whose R parameter is more than 2 is given by symbol

V. Parameter R of the voiced frame V, except in the vowel [a], is ordinarily

larger than any other frame. The silence frame is detected by the fact that both

of parameters Al and A2 are less than the pre-set threshold value. In step 2, the

results of the decision at the step 1 is rewritten according to its duration "l" and

the results of the neighboring frames; for example, VCV- VVV means that C

frame put between V part is rewritten to V frame. By the process of step 3, the

voiceless part is judged as to whether it is a fricative (F) or not, according to its

duration and the value of f 2 parameter.

In step 4, 5 and 6, the voiced part is divided into steady parts and transitional

parts. Euclidean distance "di" of two consecutive vectors (igh ig2) and (i-lgh

i-lg2) is used for this stability detection. Here, gl and g2 are logarism of f 1 and

f 2 normalized by their respective variances.

In step 4, a voiced frame is classified as a steady frame (S), (Z) or a transi

tional frame (T), (D), according to the value "d/' and the time change character

istic of the amplitude. If di is more than 0.2, then the frame is assigned to D.

And if di is more than 0.4 or the amplitude time change ratio of tA j (j = 1, 2) is

more than 2 or less than 0.5, then the frame is assigned to T. A frame having

large R parameter (>20) is assigned to S, which generally corresponds to a steady

part of voiced consonant. Others are assigned to symbol Z.

Next, in step 5, Z and D frames are rewritten as S or T frames, according

to their duration and the contexts of the results obtained by step 4; for example,

a single Z frame put in D or T part is rewritten to D frame. It is generally diffi~

cult to detect the voiced consonants as steady parts by the process of steps 4 and

5. Therefore, in step 6, if there is a frame whose amplitude parameters Al and

A2 are minimum in the transitional part whose duration is more than 5, three

central frames of that part are rewritten as steady frames.

3.5 Speech Materials used in the Experiments

Speech analysis-synthesis and recognition experiments were conducted with

the 1900 Japanese words which had been recorded on a magnetic tape. These
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words were uttered by five announcers (hereafter abbrebiated as SG, KB, NR,

NK and UT). All of [vowel1-VOWel2J and [vowel1-consonant-vowel2J contexts

in Japanese are included in 380 words for each speaker.

3.6 Results and their Discussion

Results of the segmentation of consonants are listed in Table I and 2. The

Table I shows the results of consonants in the top position of words, while the

Table 2 shows the results of consonants in the inside position of words. In Table

I, the score contained in "fi" row of the first column means that vowels were seg

mented as sounds in the form of voiceless consonant + vowel , and the scores con~

tained in "fi" column except in the first row mean that the consonants failed to

be detected. The column "silence+voiceless" in Table 2 means that the con~

sonants were segmented as the silence part and the succeeding voiceless part (C)

or (F). The contents of positions having star( *) symbols denote the correct seg

mentation.

Table 1. Results of segmentation
(consonants in forefront of words)
star symbols *denote the correct segmentation

::>:: voiceless part voiced part

I I

t/>
mput o part F part S part T part

t/> 2.9 97.1*

p, t, k 71.5* 22.0* 6.5

s, 5, c 8.4 90.5* 1.1

b, d, g, r 8.8 80.4* 10.8

m, n 0.6 78.3* 20.0 1.1

z, d3 5.1 12.8* 82.1*

h 46.2* 23.1* 18.1 12.7

Table 2. Results of segmentation
(consonants in. inside of words)
star symbols *denote the correct segmentation

~
voiceless part silence part + voiced partvoiceless part

others

o part I F part X+O

I
X+F S part IT art IS+ 0, Fmput part part p part

p, t, k 2.2 1.5 91.4* 4.9

h 23.2* 60.8* 4.8 10.5 0.7

s, 5 95.0* 5.0

c 2.4 5.6 92.0*

b, d 7.2 87.0* 0.5 5.3

r 88.8* 3.2 8.0

m, n 82.8* 7.6 9.6

g 66.4* 12.0 21.6

~, d3 26.5* 16.3* 40.5* 3.5 8.2* 5.0
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Main results are summarized as follows.

(1) Errors of segmentation of the voiceless consonants are mainly caused

by detection error of the silence parts, and these error rates largely depend on

individual speakers.

(2) About 18% of [h] in the top position of words and 10% of [h] in the

inside position of words are misjudged as·. voiced sounds. All of them are not

erroneous, because [h] is, in some cases, uttered with voicing. This confusion

is one of the most difficult problems in automatic speech recognition.

(3) Segmentation of the voiced parts is generally more difficult than that

of the voiceless consonants. Up to 1/3 of nasal [g] sounds can not be segmented

from the neighboring vowels, particularly, from the vowel [u].

(4) Some of the burst parts in [b] and [d] were judged as the voiceless part,

almost all of which are in the utterances by NR and NK. On the other hand,

in about half the voiced fricative [z] and [d3], the voiceless parts were detected.

4 SPEECH SYNTHESIS PART

4.1 Outline of the Speech Synthesis Part

In this section, we will discuss the speech information compression method

by wave-element expression. The speech sound is reproduced by the compressed

information, that is, a sequence of wave-elements and their attached parameters.

Here, a wave-element corresponds to two sequences of zero-crossing intervals

(CHI and CH2) in a frame or a pitch period.

In the synthesis part, first, pitch extraction in the voiced parts is executed

and the sequence of extracted pitch intervals is smoothed by the low-pass opera

tion. Next, every section segmented. by the analysis· program is expressed by a

sequence of sets of wave-element, its amplitude and repetition parameter. A

wave-element expression of a voiced steady part is transformed into speech by

repetition of a wave-element, the amplitude of the wave being modified at every

repetition. A wave-element consists of two sequences of zero-crossing intervals.

Repetition parameter is identical to two channels. However, the amplitude

parameters of these channels have generally distinct values. Also the pitch inter

val of the synthesized speech is controlled by manipulation of the length of the

sequence of zero-crossing intervals.

4.2 Pitch Extraction

In the voiced part, pitch intervals are extracted so as to be used for the wave

element expression.

At first, the zero-crossing interval (OXP) with maximum peak amplitude

is taken out from a leading frame in a voiced part. Next, the zero-crossing inter

val (OXIJ) with maximum peak amplitude is taken out from the sequence in

a time range 0.7T"'-'1.3T counted from the OXP (T is the average of three pre

ceding pitch intervals). The time interval between OXP and OXIJ is the calcu-
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lated pitch interval. We can obtain the sequence of pitch intervals in the voiced

part; repeating the operation by substituting axp with axp.
4.3 Wave-Element Expression

In Table 3, the wave-element expression of the segment is listed. Here,

P is a wave-element and r is the corresponding repetition parameter. Star sym

bol attached to r parameter means an operation of random shuffling of the wave

element. Vector expression a means a set of amplitude parameters of CHI and

CH2.

The silence part (X) is expressed by repetitions of a wave-Ieement with zero

amplitude. For the voiceless part (C), all of the sequences of zero-crossing inter

vals in the correspondirig part of original speech are used as they are. In other

words, all of'the repetition parameters are one.. Th~ amplitude information is

generally changed, according to the Al and A2 parameters of the frame. The

fricative part (F) is expressed as repetitions of a single wave-element consisting

of the sequences of zero-crossing intervals in the center frame of the corresponding

part of original speech. The sequences of zero-crossing intervals are shuffled

at random at every repetition in order that the periodicity may not appear in

the sequence. This special manipulation is distinguished by the star ~ymbol in

Tahle 3.

Table 3. Wave-element expression

part

c

F

x
S

T

wave-element expression

___.r.--....
(O,o,· .. ···,O)Pxr

The steady voiced part of speech is made by repetitions of a wave element

which consists of the sequences of zero-crossing intervals (CHI and CH2) of the

central pitch period in the part. In order to reserve the prosodic information

of the input speech, the time length of the wave-element in the steady voiced part

is matched to the extracted pitch interval smoothed by the low-pass operation.

Thus, to raise the pitch frequency, the tailing zero-crossing intervals are erased,

and in order to lower the pitch frequency, the leading zero-crossing intervals in

the pitch are added to the end of the pitch. The amplitude of the zero-crossing

wave is modified by Al and A2 parameters at every repetition. The transitional

voiced part (T) is processed in the same manner as the voiceless part (C) only

with this difference that the wave-element in the part corresponds to a pitch inter

val.
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4.4 Speech Output

Two rectangular waves are obtained from the sequence of wave-element,

amplitude information and number of required repetitions. The amplitudes of

the rectangular waves are changed at the unit of a frame or a pitch interval. The

waves are transformed into a speech sound wave in an on-line mode. by the peri

pheral device attached to the computeI\

The two sequences of digital samples are converted to analogue value by

two sets of D/A converters, and filtered by the low-pass filter (900 Hz cut-off,

12 db/oct.) succeeded.by a high-pass filter whose cut-off frequency is 200 Hz (CHI),

or by the high~pass filter (1IQO Hz ,cut-off, 12 db/oct.) preceded by a low-pass

filter whose cut-off frequency is 4800Hz (CH2). These waves are added and

the high frequency cpmponents are de-emphasized by the RC low-pass filter (6

db/oct., 1.6 kHz cut off).

Sonagrams of the input natural speech and its synth~tic speech are presented

in Fig. 3 [ijaku] (~~~).

The synthetic speech is reproduced by the sequence of zero-crossing intervals.

However, the spectral pattern of the synthetic speech shows fairly good consistency

with that of the input speech~ The main reason for the fact is due to the usage

of two channels. of zero-crossing waves. In these figures, results of the segmenta-

(a) kHz
-5

-4

-3

-2

-1

.~

( b ) kHz
-5

..
-4

-3

-2

-1

(C)

Fig. 3.

// i jy~\ k\ U,\
I,' /1, I ; \, \ \ \ '\

// ,':~j \ \'. \\
// : I !: \ ," \',
/,' ,;i':" \\ \\

,I,' , I : I \ \ \ \,

/,' :: :: \ \ \ \"
" I, '" I I " ,,\

2,' 10 ~:3: 4 I 6" 5\ 3 9' '5
/1:" S OS: T: S\ X\C T\ S'

Synthesized speech [ijaku] (¥j~~)

( a) sonagram of natural input speech
(b) sonagram of synthesized speech
( c) result of segmentation
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tion process are also presented. The number attached to the identified symbols

shows .the number of frames in the segments.

4.5 Results and their Discussion

Rather intelligible speech was obtained by the speech analysis-synthesis me

thod in the present system. Japanese words were synthesized and their intelli

gibility was ascertained to be good. By this system, we can also construct a sen

tence speech synthesizer. The highly intelligible speech in Japanese and also

in English were synthesized by the system.

Information rate of the wave-element expression is about 7.25 kbits/sec. on

the average with regard to the 1900 words used in the experiment. This cor

responds to about 30% of the information rate of the original zero-crossing wave.

Compared with PCM coding (7 bits X 10,000 samples), it corresponds to about

1f1 0 information-compression ratio.

5 SPEECH RECOGNITION PART

We will describe a speech recognition sy~tem which aims at the recognition

of a vocabulary of rather many words. Phonemes string in a spoken word is

recognized according to the results of segmentation in the speech analysis part

as described in Section 3.

It is possible to recognize a limited set of words or sentences, even if the pho

nemes in the word or sentence cannot be identified uniquely. Besides, the judge

ment of the places of articulation, as used in discriminating between Iml and Inl,
is more difficult than discriminating other phonemic features; for example, the

manner of articulation. Therefore, in this system, we classified the Japanese

consonants· into following eight groups, according to the manners of articulation,

and did not distinguish the phonemes in a group.

(1) nasal Iml, Inl, Ig/, (2) voiced plosive Ibl, Idl, Igl
(3) liquid-like Irl (4) voiced fricative Izl, fd31

(5) voiceless plosive Ipl, Itl, Ikl
(6) africative Icl
(7) voiceless fricative lsi, Iii, Ih!1
(8) aspirated Ihl

Phonemes in spoken words are classified into each of the five vowels, the syllabic

nasal [1)] and the eight consonant groups. Groups (5) and (8) and groups (6)

and (7) are not distinguished in the forefront of words.

5.1 Outline of the Recognition Part

The flowchart of the recognition system is shown III Fig. 4. Results of the

segmentation and the extracted parameters are used in this part.

The voiced steady part is first judged as to whether it belongs to the vowel

group or the voiced consonant group. If there exists a valley (minimum ampli-
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yes

no

no

Recognition
of voiceless

consonant

Recognition
of vowel

Rewriting

of results

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the recognition system.

Recognition
of voiced

consonant

tude) of parameters Ai and A2 in a steady part in inside of a word and the dura

tion of the part is less than a certain threshold value, the part is decided to be one

of the voiced consonant groups. In the case of the steady part in the forefront of

a word, parameters Ai, R, flare used in the judgement. If Ai and flare smaller

than certain thresholds (A 1<30, f 1<500) and R is larger than a certain threshold

(R>2), the part is judged as a voiced consonant.

The voiced parts are recognized by Bayes' discriminant functions. The

parameters, such as the mean zero-crossing interval and the amplitude ratio of

two chennels as will be described in next section are used in the recognition of

vowels. In the case of voiced consonants, time change characteristics of ampli

tudes are included in the parameter vector.

Voiceless consonants are identified as one of the four groups, according to

the gross classification obtained from the segmentation process. Discrimination

of a aspir~ted sound from fricative sounds is based on its duration and the average

value of f 2 parameter.

Recognition results thus obtained are re-written in the last step of the recog

nition program.
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5.2 Discrimination of Vowels and Voiced Consonants

For recognition of the vowels and syllabienasal [1)] are used logarism of

parameters R, ft, f 2 and fa (calculated in the same manner as in f l and f 2 from

the wave which is gained by averaging the abutting two samples of CH2).

Let X be the vector expression in log scale of the above-mentioned four para

meters which are averaged in a voiced steady part.

Bayes' discriminant functions are given by

hi (x) =- (x-pi)tIi-l(x-pi) -loglIil (i=1,2, ......6)

Here, the subscript "i" represents the categories. Pi is the average of vector of

the category "i". Ii represents the covariance matrix of the category "i". As

suming that the distribution of the pattern vector x is normal and that the fre

quency of appearance of each category is even, the function hi of x is the discrip

minant function of the optimum classifier. The input pattern x is recognized

as the category "i" which has the minimum value of (-hi)' Exceptionally, we

add the value 2 to hi of syllabic nasal [1)], because the frequency of appearance

of [1)] is much smaller than any other vowels.

In recognizing voiced consonants, parameters a and {j which represent the

time change characteristics of Al parameter are used, in addition to the R, f i and

[2' The discriminant functions of such voiced consonants are similar to those of

vowels, except that the set of parameters is different.

Parameters a and {3 are defined as

a =max{j+1At. j+2Al. j+3All fjAt

{3=max{j-tAl. j+1AllfjAl

Here, the "j"th frame has the minimum At parameter in the voiced steady part.

Voiced plosive and voiced fricative sounds take, in general, a comparatively large

number of parameter a. On the contrary, liquid-like sound takes a large value

of parameter {3. In nasals, parameters a and {3 are also smaller than in the other

voiced consonants. Voiced plosive and fricative sounds take small values of fl'

The f 2 parameter of fricative sound is larger than that of vowel [i].

5.3 Discrimination of Voiceless Consonants

Recognition of voiceless consonants depends mainly on the results of seg

mentation. A flowchart of the recognition of voiceless consonants at the middle

part of the words used is shown in Fig. 5. In a right half of the flowchart, plosive,

africative, and fricative preceded by silent sounds are recognized. For example,

voiceless plosives consist of voiceless part (C) preceded by the silence part (X).

An africative sound consists of a short fricative part (F) preceded by the silence

part (X). When a fricative part whose duration is longer than 10 frames fol

lows a silence part, it is judged as plosive sound succeeded by fricative sound.

This case is found in, for example, [arupsu] ('7)1/ 7° A).

The C or F part which does not follow the silence part is judged as fricative

sound or aspirated sound. Discrimination of fricative sounds from aspirated
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Fig. 5. Recognition tree of voiceless consonants.

sounds depends on whether the average f 2 parameter in the part is greater than

the threshold (3 kHz) or not. F part whose f 2 parameter is greater than 3 kHz

is recognized as fricative sound.

Because voiced fricative sound is frequently segmented as C or F part (see

Table 2), possibility of the voiceless part to be voiced fricative is tested in this rou

tine. When all f 1 parameters are between 200 Hz and 500 Hz and also R para

meter are more than a certain threshold (0.2) in the part, the part is identified

as a voiced fricative sound.

When a voiceless consonant is to be recognized in the leading position of a

spoken word, the existence of the silence part (X) is not used. Therefore, the

voiceless consonant is recognized to be a fricative or not by its length and f 2 para

meter.

5.4 Rewriting of Results

In the rewriting part, adjoining vowels which were identified as the same

category are combined into a single vowel. Besides, if two vowels are adjoining

and the identified category of one vowel is the secondary preferable category of

the another vowel part and if the total length of the adjoining vowels is less than

a certain threshold, the adjoining two parts are combined into a single vowel which

has a larger value of hi.

If there exists a (C) part or a (F) part in a succeeding close region of a voiced

fricative consonant, the identified result of the voiceless part is eliminated.

5.5 Recognition Experiments of input Speech

The following three recognition experiments were conducted with the 1900

words spoken by five male announcers shown in section 3.5 and with 500 words
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by ten male students.

5.5.1 Recognition by Personally Adjusted Discriminant Functions (Experiment I)

In this experiment, average vectors and covariance matrices used for the

discriminant· functions of vowels and voiced consonants were calculated from the

selected words (25 words) for each person. Bayes' discriminant functions pre

pared by spoken words of a particular person were applied to recognition of the

words uttered by that same person.

The confusion matrix for the automatic recognition of vowels, voiced con

sonants and voiceless consonants are shown in Table 4 (a), (b) and (c). Scores

in the column labeled "others" represents the errors, which were mainly caused

by the segmentation errors.

Averaged scores of vowels is about 95.6%}. Most of vowels [a] and [i] were

recognized correctly. All the subjects showed a conspicuous mutual confusion

between [u] and [0] in common with each other. Especially, comparatively

Table 4. Recognition results in experiment (1)
5 announcers, 1900 words; voiced sounds are recognized
by personally adjusted Bayes' discriminant functions

Recognized as

jal lij juj lej loj /r;j others the number
of samples

ja! 99.5 0.5 823

jil 99.0 0.3 0.7 650

luj 91.9 0.4 3.0 2.5 2.2 732

lej 3.1 94.6 2.3 701

loj 1.7 5.0 92.7 0.3 0.3 794

j7Jj 19.4 77.0 3.6 82

(a) Recognition results of vowels (%)

Recognized as

5
,..!<I
o
0..
rI)

.S -E jb,

S~ jrj
§ jz,

-a fm

I
Ib, d, gl I fr/

I
jz, d3j I jm, n, gj I voiceless I others I the number

of samples

d, gj 76.1 2.2 3.0 6.0 8.6 4.1 268
10.5 56.6 6.3 6.3 2.1 18.2 143

d3j 5.3 2.6 71.4 1.8 16.7 2.2 227

, n, gl 2.2 1.0 0.6 68;2 28.1 506

(b) Recognition results of voiced consonants (%)

I
Ip, t, kf

I
js, S, hij

I
jc, kif

I
fhj I others I the number

of samples

Ip, t, kj 91.4- 1.5 4.9 2.2 294

Is, S, hil 2.2 85.3 2.2 9.8 225

IC, kil 5.6 92.0 2.4 115

Ihj 4.0 78.8 17.2 99

(c) Recognition results of voiceless consonants (%)
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many of [0] sounds of the speaker "NK" were confused with lui. On the other

hand, [u] by the speaker "NK" was apt to be judged to be 101. Errors of re

cognition of [e] were found in the words uttered by "UT".

Semi-vowel [j] is segmented into the voiced steady part and is recognized

as Iii or lei in most cases when it is put between the back vowels. On the con

trary, semi-vowel put between front vowels is, generally, segmented into the tran

sitional part whose duration is rather long.

About 68.1 % of the voiced consonants were recognized correctly. Conspicu

ous examples of confusion were the following.

(1) Voiced plosive and voiced fricative sounds were confused with voiceless

sounds.

(2) Liquid-like sounds were recognized as vowels.

(3) Nasals failed to be detected by the segmentation process, or were mis

identified as vowels (especially ju/). The former cases of errors mainly

occurred in the utterances of speakers "UT", "NR" and "NK".

The scores of the voiceless consonants at the middle of words were about

86.9%>. Confusion was conspicuous between aspirated sounds and fricative sounds.

5.52. Recognition by Common Discriminant Functions (Experiment II)

Lumping together the 125 words used in settling the discriminant functions

of the experiment (I), we prepared one set of discriminant functions. All the

1,900 words used were recognized by the single set of functions.

About 94.1 % of all the vowels were recognized correctly. Compared with

the results of Experiment (I), the error rate of [u] increased by 5%; however,

scores of the other vowels did not change so much. The score of the syllabic nasal

was about 45.1 %.
The recognition rate of all the voiced consonants was about 60.9%. A decline

in scores of the voiced consonants was greater, as compared with the vowels.

5.5.3 Extension to Other Speakers (Experiment III)

Finally, the discriminant functions used in !the experiment ~II) were tested

by 500 words spoken by ten male students, including the vowels arM the consonant

groups with equal frequency.

Results of the recognition are shown in Table 5. Scores of all the vowels

were about 89.5%. The recognition rate of the voiced consonants fell down to

about 52.4%. Especially, scores of [u] and [r] fell heavily.

On the other hand, about 93.20/0 of the voiceless consonants in the inside

part of the words used were recognized accurately. These scores were preferably

better than those obtained from Experiment (I). The fricative sounds and the

aspirated sounds were well separated by the values of f 2 parameter.

The reasons why the recognition rate of the voiced sounds are worse than

that seen in Experiment (II) are the following.
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Table 5. Recognition results in experiment (III)
10 students, 500 ..words ; the same discriminant functions
are used as in experiment (II)

Recognized as

I
la/

I
/il I luI

I
leI I /01 I others I the nllmh~

of samples

/al 92.4 0.5 4.7 2.4 211

Iii 89.3 4.0 1.2 5.6 253

luI 1.3 80.0 6.1 6.5 6.1 230

le/ 1.0 0.5 97.4 1.0 196

101 2.3 0.5 3.7 0.9 88.5 4.2 217
I

(a) Recognition results of vowels (%)

Recognized as

67

I
Ib,d, gl

I
Irl liZ, d3/ 11m, n,gl

I
Ib, d, gl 56.6 10.5 5.3 5.3

Irl 15.0 35.0 25.0 8.3

Iz, d31 3.0 63.6 1.5

1m, n, gl 1.5 7.4 5.9 54.4

voiceless

7.9

3.3

22.7

I I

the numberothers
of sampl~_

14.5 76

13.3 60

9.1 66

30.9 68

(b) Recognition results of voiced consonants (%)

Recognized as

5
,.!lol

8.
fIl

.S-E
II) 0
8 ~
II)

s::o
8.

I
Ip, t, kl l's.S. hJ I Ic, kil

I
fbI I others

I

the number
of samples

Ip, t, kl 98.8 1.2

I
83

Is, S. htl 96.1 1.3 2.6 77

Ic. ktl

I

4.1 95.9

I
73

Ibl 1.8 82.1 16.1 56

(c) Recognition results of voiceless consonants (%)

(1) In Experiment (II), the speakers whose words were input for recogni

tion agreed with those who uttered the words for settling the discriminant func

tions. On the contrary, in Experiment (III), those two groups of speakers were

different.

(2) The speakers in the Experiment (III) were non-professional.

6 CONCLUSION

The composite speech processing system was described, and also results of

the segmentation, speech synthesis and speech recognition were shown.

The fundamental idea of the analysis-synthesis method consisted in a descrip

tion of speech by the wave-element expression, that is, by elements (wave-element)

and their concatenating rules. The high degree of intelligibility and also natural

ness were obtained, no matter how the synthetic speech wave was reproduced

from the zero-crossing waves. The reasons are that,
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(1) differing from the speech synthesis by rule, (11) sequences of the zero

crossing intervals cut out from the input natural speech are used as the wave

elements for that word.

(2) the intonation of the input speech is applied to the synthetic speech

as it is.

(3) sequences of the zero-crossing intervals separated into two channels

are used in the synthetic speech.

By concatenating the synthetic words, we can obtain a sentence speech out

put system with high quality. Because the information quantity of the synthetic

words is about 1/10 of the natural speech, the small memory capacity is sufficient

for the actual usage of this speech output scheme.

As a result of this recognition scheme, we have rather high scores of recogni

tion of the vowels and the consonant groups in any contexts of spoken words.

Three recognition experiments have made clear the dependency of speakers and

discriminant functions upon an accurate recognition rate.

However, there remains a problem of recognizing the vowel [u], liquid-like

sounds and nasals more accurately. The identification of the semi-vowel [j] and

[w] is an open problem.

Recognition errors of the voiced consonants are caused mainly by segmenta

tion errors. Such feedback mechanism will be necessary as can direct the ana

lysis part to try again the segmentation process. If the vocabulary used is limited

to some extent, it will be possible to utilize the contexual information and to im

prove the segmentation accuracy. (8)
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